DEROFÉ FINE WRITING INSTRUMENTS SINCE 1947

Celebrating over 60 years in the industry, Global Catalogue introduces the DEROFÉ Fine Writing Instrument range. This range is a selection of precision writing instruments to satisfy those with a passion for writing.

Derofé Ballpoint Pen
Each Derofé ballpoint pen is fitted with an exceptional Swiss-made ballpoint refill which writes over 9,000 meters (by comparison, a standard refill will write under 1,000 meters). Given the superior life of this refill, each Derofé Ballpoint pen will stand the test of time, and reflect the quality of your brand. Each pen is fitted with a medium, black ballpoint refill and an additional medium blue refill is also included in the elegant presentation box.

Derofé Roller Ball Pen
Each Derofé roller ball pen is fitted with the superior German-made Hauser “OPEN” black ink refill, with an additional black refill, included in the elegant presentation box. The Hauser refills are renowned for their incredibly smooth delivery system that will not scratch the paper or dry out, even when the cap is left off.

Packaging
Every DEROFÉ Fine Writing instrument is immaculately presented in an elegant black presentation box. Writing instruments can also be packaged as sets on request.

Personalising / Engraving
A DEROFÉ Fine Writing Instrument will epitomize integrity, quality, and durability. When permanently laser engraved, it becomes a personalized gift that can be appreciated for many years to come and is perfect for any occasion. Suggestions include:

- Christmas or seasonal gift to your clients; thanking them for a successful year of business. Engraving your clients name on the pen gives a subtle, yet personal finish.
- A present for any occasion, with your brand subtly engraved. A DEROFÉ Fine Writing Instrument makes a good alternative to the traditional flowers or bottle of wine.
- A promotional tool with your logo or brand name prominently displayed to advertise your business.

Costs
The unit price includes the writing instrument of your choice, the elegant black presentation box, one additional refill, engraving in one position on each pen, as well as a 2 year warranty. An engraving setup charge of $70.00 applies for any number of individual names or per logo irrespective of the number of pens. All prices are + GST.

For other decoration methods or options, please contact your distributor.

We hope you enjoy the experience of owning or giving a DEROFÉ Fine Writing Instrument.

Warranty
A DEROFÉ Fine Writing Instruments are covered by a two year mechanical deficiency warranty.
The DER103 and DER104 can be ordered as a set.

The DER105 and DER106 can be ordered as a set.
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The DER108 and DER109 can be ordered as a set
The DER111 and DER112 can be ordered as a set.
The DER117 and DER118 can be ordered as a set.

Engraving options

Simple name engraving with standard fonts. Other fonts available on request.

- Arial
- Garamond
- Amaze
- Calligraphy

Logo engraving with mirror effect

Two lines of text
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- Contact: John Thomas 07702 345678